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Highlights of earlier results by the author ana others using the author's Inside-
Out WAKE code on wake structures of LEO spacecraft are reviewed. For conducting
bodies of radius large compared w/th the Debye length (large inverse Debye number), a
high-Mach-n_n_er wake develops a negative potential well. Quasineutrality is violated
in the very near wake region, and the wake is relatively "empty" for a distance down-
stream of about one-half of a "Math number" of radii. There is also a suggestion of a
core of high density along the axis. We report recent work on very large bodies in LEO.
! A comparison of rigorous m_merical solutions with in-situ wake data from the AE-C
!_ satellite suggests that the so-called "neutral approximation" for ions (straight-line ]
i=. trajectories, independent of fields) may be a reasonable approximation except near the
center of the near wake.._ This approximation is adopted here for very large bodies.
In an earlier investigation of differential charging of small nonconducting
bodies due to plasma flows, it was i_und that the scale of the voltage difference
:_ between the u_stream and downstream surfaces ("front" and-/'wake" surfaces of a non-
_ conducting body) due to a high-Mach-number plasma flow is governed by the ion drift
energy. Hence kilovolt potential differences may occur in the solar wind, for example,
between a spacecraft and a piece of insulated material in its near wake.
Recent work has concerned the "wake-Doint" Dotential of very large nonconducting
bodies such as the Shuttle Orbiter. Using a cylindrical model for bodies of this size
or larger in LEO (body radius up to 105 Debye lengths), approximate solutions are pre-
sented based on the neutral approximation(but with rigorous trajectory calculations .ii
for surface current balance). There is a negative potential well if the body is con-
ducting, and no well if the body is nonconducting. In the latter case the wake sur-
face itself becomes highly negative. The wake-point potential is governed by the ion
drift energy.
LARGE-BODY WAKE STRUCTURE: CONDUCTING BODIES
Parker's wake-theory computer model for pillbox shapes (Inside-Out Method for
warm ions - see refs. 1-3) was applied by the author and others in a number of wake
calculations, High-voltage sheaths and wakes of large bodies require special numeri-
cal techniques (see rei's. _ and 12 for _eneralization to 3-D geometries, CLEPH code).
Wake of Moderately-Large Conducting Body in LEO
First we present highlights of earlier results obtained (1976, see refs. 1-2) in
a problem involving the wake of a lar6e body in LEO, lO0 Debye lengths in radius. The
body is in the form of a disk oriented normal to the flow. For two cases (figs. la
and Ib) the parameter values are:
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__" Case i Case 2 ........
So _ -_ (dimensionless potential in uni_ of kT/e) ¢o -- -_
,m
_D1- -- 100 (inverse Debye number-- ratio of body _7,l_ -- _0
radius--to Deb_e length)
M = 4 (ion Mach number) M = 8
This size of moving body is larger than had been treated prior to 1976 by trajectory-
following, i.e., realistic, calculations. The results show what may be expected for
the wake structure of large bodies in general. The problem of a large body requires
o more effort (computer time and Judicious selection of numerical parameters) than that
of a smaller body. The solutions shown, therefore, are intended to be illustrative
rather than accurate. The Inside-Out Method was used (refs. 1-3).
!i
_ Poisson-Vlasov iteration was applied (refs. 1,2), starting wLth the neutral-
, approximation io_ density as an initial guess. A nominal number of trajectories,h
_--_ 512, was used at all grid points. The grid is similar to fig. 2a with z>0.
_- The profiles of hi, ne, and S (dimensionless ion density, electron density and
[!_i.,_ potential) are shows in figure la for Case i. Tabulated values are given in refer-
_ ence 2. The wake is essentially "empty" of both ions and electrons between z=0 and
_=_ z=l, and begins to fill up between z=2 and z=3, where z-denotes the distance down-
_ stream in units of the body radius
_ Two Sets Of ion-density p_ofiles are sho_at on the left side of figure in, the
_" unlabele_ profiles for the final iteration, and the profiles labeled "A" for the pre-
_ vious iteration. Comparison of the ne-profiles wit_ the ni-profiles labeled "A" (to
denote that the S-profiles and he-profiles in the figure are derived from these)
_ indicates that the quasineutrality assumption is valid everywhere outside a cone-
_-' shaped region near the wake surface; the cone height along the axis is between one
' and two radii. This is in accord with expectation for a large body. Near the wake
_- surface, however, quasineutrality is violated because the effective Debye length is
i_ large. The similarity of the ni-profiles labeled "A" and the ne-profiles in figure
_. la iS-a consequence of near-quasineutrality.
Despite possible inaccuracies, one may infer certain physical conclusions from
figure in, namely, (a) the suggestion of a core of high (approximately ambient) den-
!_ sity of ions and electrons on the axis, and (b) the occurrence of a potential well in
i__ the near wake, defined as a region with #-values below -4. The shading in the two
lowest S-profiles denote Cross sections of this well. The wake-surface normalized
.- fluxes are i.i x 10-8 ("A") and 2.4 x 10-7 (final) for ions, and 4.3 x l0-3 for elec-
trons. The electron current densitM is less than exp,-h), as would be expected in
the presence of a potential well.
The region of wake disturbance probably extends more than 6 radii downstream,
and between 2 and 3 radii in the transverse direction.
Case 2 (fig. ib) is similar to Case 1 except that the Mach number is increased
from M-h to M=8. The next-to-final and final-order ion densities are labeled "A" and
unlabeled, respectively. On comparing these, the convergence seems fairly good at
z=0.5 and z=l radii downstream. Again, the disturbance extends beyond z=5, so that
._ the downstream boundary should be moved further than z=6 radii downstream.
_ - _ _. _. _A_._---- _ ....... "--V_''_r__ _'_'_'__2"_n-''_ ....
_ii Despite possible inaccuraciez, the consistency is such that physical conclusions
. may be drawn as follOws._ Im_ this case the wake is seen to remain empty further down-
_i stream than in the M=4 caSe. in-additior_, the suggestion is muck stronger that there
is a central core of ambient density for botk ions ami.electrons along the axis.
Moreover, the potential well is wider and longer than in the M--4 case, although the
depth is about the same._ The normalized wake-surface fluxes arm.7_4 x l0 -3G ("A")
a_@ 4.2 x l0-30 (final) £or ions_ and 3-7 x lO-3 for electrons. The electron flux is
slightly less than the M-h Valued_and is again less than exp(-h).
i The conical region behind the disk where quasinet_trality breaks down is now
ii!_illI longer than in the M=4 case, extending to between z--_and z-5 radii along tha axis.
• The region of wake disturbance is probably longer than 6 radii downstream, as in
ii the M=4 case, but may not extend beyond about 2 radii in the transverse direction.
:i
Theory-Experiment Comparison for AE-C Satellite
Next, we note that Parker's wake theory computer model has been applied by Ssmir _
and Fontheim (ref. 4) in a comparative study of ion and electron d/stributions in the
wakes of ionospheric satellites. From a comparison between the theory and ion mea-
surements om the AE-C satellite, Samir and Fontheim Show that theory and experiment
agree fairly well in the "angle-of-attack" range between 90° and 135 °. (The upstream
O O
and downstream directions are defined by 0 and 180 , respectively.) A significant
finding is the fact that in that angular range even the "neutral approximation" for
ions (straight-line trajectories, independent of electric fields) gives fair agree-
ment with the measurements. (In the near-wake maximum rarefaction zone near 180 _,
_. both the neutral approximation and the self-consistent solution underestimate the
measured ion densities - inferred from probe currents - by orders of"magnitude,
•_°_ Electron data obtained by the Explorer 31 satellite also shows an underestimation
_i_: near 180 ° by the Parker wake theory, although less pronounced_ )
i__i The largest ratio of body-radius-to-Debye-length (that iS, the inverse of the
_ _ Debye number) treated by Samir and Fontheim (ref. 4) is RD=I62 , in one of the AE-C
r°i. cases.
L_
_ Figures 2a, b (from ref. h) illustrate the geometry of the AE-C ion measurement,
i_i• and the ion results for inverse Debye number 162. The locations of the ion current
L_?_ observation points, and of the numerical grid points at which densities were calcu-
_< lated, are shown in figure 2a_ The geometry of the theoretical model is that of a
/ pillbox cylinder with its axis parallel to the flow, while the true geometry is that
_ of a pillbox cylinder in a "cross-flow," that is, with its axis perpendicular to the
_. flow. In spite of this, the theory-experiment comparison is deemed by Samir and
'_ Fontheim to be meaningful, in view of uncertainties in the calculations and estimated
_ measurement errors. (The depth in the direction of the flow is the same for both the
'_ satellite and the model, and the cross sections presented to the flow are nearly the
same.) The current probe moves on a circular arc at a radial distance of about 1.5
satellite radii. !
In figure 2b, the measured angular profile is shown together with the neutral
approximation (zero-th iteration) and the self-consistent solution (15-th iteration).
The self-consistent solution is closer to the experimental profile, in the angular
range 90° - lh7 °, than the neutral approximation. Near 180°, the self-consistent
solution is 2 to 3 orders of magnitude below the measured data, while the neutral
approximation is about i0 orders of magnitude lower.
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4However, in their overall comparison assessment, Samlr and Fontheim state that
the neutral approx'zmatio_ describes the observed profiles more and more accurately as
the inverse-Debye number (ratio of body radius to Debye length) becomes large, This
is Justifle@ physically based on 'theexpectation that charge separation effects
become weaker as the body size increases. This is eqUivalent to the setting-in-of
! the qu_siacut_ality regime, at sufficiently large inVerse Debye numbers ...............................
Wake of Very Large Cond_ng Body in LEO: _e_nt Results
' We now 'treat the wake Of a much larger conducting body, larger than any treated
previously, In this case the seLf.-consistent calculation becomes computationally
relatively expensive. However, a reasonable approximation is afforded, through the use
o of the _neutral approximation" for ions. That is_ the ion trajectories governing ion
space charge density are treated as if the ions were uncharged and unaffected by the
field. The electron space charge density is assumed, to be given by the "Boltzmann
factor", that is, the exponential of the repulsive dimensionless potential. To some
extent this approximation is supported by the Samir and Fontheim in-situ comparison
discussed above_ In any case it is qualitatively valuable and leads to p_,vsical in-
sights with a minimum of computational expense, This approximation was used by Kiel
et al (ref. Ii). (We compute current balance later using rigorous traJectories_)
The potential distribution in the wake of a conducting satellite, in the form of
a long cylinder with its axis normal to the flow, assumed to have a dimensionless
potential of 3 kT/e, is shown in figures 3a, b and c, for bodies with inverse Debye
: numbers ranging from i0 to 105, and flowMach numbers 2, 5 and 8. Eigure 3a shows how
the wake potential profile varies with inverse Debye numb@r, for fixed Mach number =
8. The profiles for inverse Debye m_bers I0, 102 and 103 are similar tO results
obtained earlier for a sphere by Kiel et a! (see fig. 5 Qf _ef.. ll). The Kiel et al
(ref. !I) resul.ts are for inverse Debye numbers up to lO _. We have extended the Solu-
tions to I05. The wake potential profile has a negative minimum for inverse Debye
numbers greater than about i0.. The magnitude of the minimum iS about 7, i0, lh and
19, respectively, for inverse Debye numbers lO2, l0B, i0 and 105 . Figure 3b shows
how the .wake potential profile varies with Mach number, for fixed inverse Debye num-
ber = i0>. The depth of the potential minimum clearly increases with both increasing
Mach number and inverse Debye number. Figure 3c shows equipotential contours for Mach
number = 8 and-inverse Debye number = 105.
The_e results would be applicable to the Shuttle Orbiter (i_verse Debye number
about l0_) if it were a conducting body. However, most of its surface (about 97%) is
covered with nonconducting tiles, Hence it must be treated as a large nonconducting
body in LEO. The differential charging of such bodies is treated in the remainder of
this paper.
WAKE STRUCTURES AND DIFFERENTIAL CHARGING OF SMALL AND LARGE
NONCONDUCTING BODIES DUE TO PLAS_ FLOWS
Differential Charging
Differential spacecraft charging takes place When the spacecraft surface is
partly or entirely insulating and the charged-particle fluxes vary from point to
point over the surface. In the familiar case of photoelectric emission from a sunlit
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insulated area, due to electrons escaping from it the sunlit area tends to become
positively charged relative to the surrounding dark areas (refs. 5-7). _lother mech-
anism of differential charglng, which is less familiar and appears to have bee_
_, treated only very_ recently (ref. 8), i: that due to the relative motion between a
nonconducting spacecraft and the external plasma (e-.g., a spacecraft in--the iono-
sphere or in the solar Wind). The fluxes of ambient ions and electrons on_ the wake
° surfacv_ are not the same as o_ the _ro_t surface. For high velocities of relative
motion compared with the mean ion thermal velocity, whether this occurs in the iono-
Sphere (due principally to spacecraft mot£on) or in the solar wind (due principally
, to plasma motion), there is a significant differential i_ the ion fluxe_, but a neg-
ligible differential for the electrons. Since the net current density must vanish
locally at each surface point in the steady state, this plasma-flow effect leads to a
larger negative equilibrium potential on the wake surface than on the front surface.
If there is photoemission as well on the fron____tsurface(as in the solar wind), this
differential charging is enhanced. As shown below, this plasma-flow effect can gener-
ate differences between, the front and wake surface potentials amounting to many kT/e
(where T is the temperature, k is BoltZmann's constant, and e is the electron charge),
together with a potential barrier for electrons. The potential difference can be
expected to be of the order of volts in the ionosphere, and one kilovolt in the solar
_ wind, that is,of the order of the ion drift energy (ref. 8).
n_ Even weak differential charging can interfere with measurements of, say, weak
._ ambient electric fields or low-energy partic).e spectra, andit can create electronpotential barriers which can return emitted photoelectrons or secondary electrons to
___._ the surface and lead to erroneous interpretations of the data (ref. 9). This type of t
_ electron potential barrier is distinct from, an_ should not be confused with, the
_ more familiar space-charge potential minimum which can be produced by emitted-
_ electron space charge (ref. 10) and is not due to differential charging. The barrier
_ produce_hy differential_charging effectS----maybemoreimport_nt than the potential
_i_. minimum caused by space charge.
_ The next section results sho_ what may be expecte@: (a) in the ionosphere for
small insL_ated objects, small meteroids, or small parts of a spacecraft (e.g., a-f
_ painted antenna) located within the wake region of a moving spacecraft, and (b) in
_ the solar win@ for an entire spacecraft, or small natural bodies in the solar system.
i. Following the next section, the wake structure and differential charging of very
large nonconducting bodies in Low Earth Orbit will be treated ........ "
Differential Charging of Small Nonconducting Body
In the problem treated next (see fig. _), we assume the nonconducting spacecraft
to have a "pillbox" shape, and to be in a flowing plasma, with the plasma flow along
the axis, from the "front" region toward the "wake" region. The plasma is taken to
_ be ionized hydrogen and is assumed to have a velocity of flow _ times larger than the
most probable ion thermal velocity (ion "Mach number" = _). (In the solar wind, this
Mach number would be approximately lO.) Since the unperturbed ion flux to the wake
surface is about 9 orders of magnitude smaller than the corresponding ion flux to the
front surface, and since the electron fluxes are about the same to the front and wake
surfaces, there will be a significant differential between the equilibrium potentials
at the front and wake surfaces (see below).
Using the Inside-Out Method, current densities of ions and electrons are evalu-
i ated at many points on the spacecraft surface (refs. 7-8). The local surface poten-
tials were varied until current balance was achieved at each point.
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_i_""',. Figure h Shows e%ui_otential Contours around the spacecraft, obtained by numeri-
_ cal solution, labeled by nUmbers r_presenting dimensionless values of-the potential
_' (in uaits oZ kT/e, Where T is-the plasma temperature, and assuming Ti=Te). These
" _ potentials are obtaiaed from Laplace's equation (space charge negligible for small
:._?' bodies), where the surface potentials are obtained by the relaxation method, discussed
__i _ by Parker (ref..8), under the requirement of-Zero net current density at all-surface
:'i poir_ts. The errors i_ the solution shown are estimated to be under I0 perce_t, based
_:' on several runs giving Similar answers-starting from different initial guesses.
_/
,. There are three regions of characteristic behavior of the potential: the "wake",
_'_ii the "side", and the "front". Near the "wake point," the potentials are of the order
of -10 kT/e. This large negative value is associated with th._ reduction in ion flux
due to the flow_ In the side region the potentials are of the order of -3 kT/e; this
is essentially the. order of the equilibzium potential when there is no flow
i;: (_-(kT/e)in(mi/me)_). In the front region the potentials are of the order of -kT/e,
_:!_iI i.e., are less negative than those on the side, because of the enhancement of the ion
_'_' flux due to the flow. (Adding photoemission here would make the front potential still
"_ saddle point in the front region, that _s, a potential barrier for electrons. This
feature is caused by the interaction between the relatively large magnitude wake-point
potentials and the relatively low magnitude front potentials. The dashed part of the
=i!I cOntOur labeled_''-3_O''near the side surface indicates that there is more complicated
fine structure (variation of potential along the side-surface) than is showr_ in the
figure.- The potentials along the wake surface fall off toward the corner. The poten-
tials along the front surface _irSt fall with radius and then rise sharply aS th_
corner-is approaChed_- Thi_ may be a "corner effect."
_! It is shown by Parker (ref. 7) that when the ion Mach number is large (in the
ionosphere a_d solar wind), the potential difference AV generated by the flow should
_il: be of the order of miv_/2e, or O.D052mi(amu)v2(km/s) ir_volts, where mi(amu) and
_ v(km/s) denote the io_ mass in atomic mass units and the flow velocity in kilometers
_ii! per second, respectively. In the ionosphere, with oxygen ions and orbital velocities
of the order of 8 km/s, AV is about 5 V. Hence one would expect a relatively small
body in the ionosphere, such as a thin antenna or boom painted with nonconducting
i_ aint, r a painted or insulated object in the very near wake of a spacecraft (or the ,
°i spacecraft surface itself if it is a dielectric) to become highly negatively charged
} to potentials of the order of volts in the ionosphere.
_j In the Solar wind these results could apply to an entire spacecraft, since it is
:,!: small in comparison with the Debye length. With protons and solar wind velocities of
=.i_ about _00 km/s or higher, AV is Of the order of " kV. This means that one may have
_-]_I kilovolt potential differences between the wake _ad front surfaces. The electric
fields due to this differential charging may significantly disturb measurements of
space electric fieldS, or of low-energy plasma electrons, for example, on the Helios
t-_i!_'. spacecraft (ref. 6). Moreover, because of this solar wind flow effect, Small natural
11 "bodies in the solar system (i.e., bodies not large in comparison with the Debye
i length or ion gyroradius) may be expected to become differentially charged with poten-
tial differences of the order of 1 kV, independent of Whether there is photoemission
or not. Candidates for this effect include micrometeroids, dust, asteroids, the
planet Pluto, and natural small satellites such as Mars' moon Deimos and Saturn's ring
material when they are outside the bow shock (M. Dryer, personal communication, 1978).
: For large bodies in flowing plasmas, space charge cannot be neglected. The wakes
...._ and differential charging of very large bodies are treated in the following section.
%
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Ws.ke Str_Acture and. Differential Charging of Vary Large _,
Nonconducting Boalc_i_ LEO Plasma Flows: Recent-Rcsl_Its ':
There is considerable interest in the charging and electric fields of the Shuttle
Orbiter. This is an important.example of_ a very large spacecraft in Low Earth Orbit
(inverse Debye-number about i0") with most ol its .*_rface (abou_ 97%) noneonducti_.
Only the small area in the vicinity of the engines _s conducting and elect_ically !
grounde& to the main frame. Figures 5a and 5b indicate how the Orbiter may be sub-
i Jected to different types of differential charging depending on. its orientation with
respect to the plasma-flow direction. In fAgure 5a, the Orbiter-is moving "nose-
forward," i,e.. heading into the. flow. The wake-point potential (location indicated
by a cross) occurs essentially in the engine area, and thus defines also the Orbiter's .I
ground potential. The rest of the spacecraft surface is electrically isolated and
has in general a different potential distribution. The cargo bay area is a "side"
region according to the terminology of the previous Section. In figaro 5b the
Orbiter is moving "belly-foz_cs_d." With this orientation the wake-point potential
occurs in the cargo bay area_ which is electr-ically isolated from the Orbiter ground.
The ground is defined by a different potential attained by the engine area. In the(
shown_orientation, the engine area is a "side" region.
U
i_i Hence, the maximum negative ground potential of the Orbiter would occur when the
_(_ Orbiter is in the nose-forward orientation, while the cargo-bay potential would be
_|
i-_ intermediate between this and the plasma potential° With the belly-forward orienta- _
!C_ tion, the roles of ground poter_tial and cargo-bay potential would be reversed_ with J
_ the cargo bay at maximum negative potential, and Orbiter ground at intermediate
i_' potential.
i
i_ In the present paper the wake structure and the wake-point potential of a very
_' large nonconducting body in LEO s_ch as the Orbiter are calculated-using certain
iJ i
approximations. The geometry is modeled by a circular cylinder as illustrated in
i figure 6_ The wake point is the isolated area indicated by a cross in the figure.
: Again,. because of computational expense, we use the neutral approximation, but only
:. for ion space charge. However, the differential charging, e.g. the wake-point poten-
tial, is calculated rigorously by current balance using Inside-Out-Method trajectories
(refs. 7-8), for both ions and electrons, in the resulting electric field distribution.
For a nonconducting body of any size_ current balance at the wake point results _'
in signific_it negative wake-surface potentials. (Nonconducting bodies were not
treated by Kiel et al. ) Figures 7a and 7b show results for inverse Debye number lO5,
and Math numbers 2, 5 and 8. There is no potential minimum. Instead the wake point
attains the highest negative potential, resulting in a monotonic rather than non-
monotonic potential profile in the wake. Figure 7a shows how the wake-point poten-
tial increases with increasing Mach number, for a fixed inverse Debye number --105.
The wake-point potential magnitude is about 8, 20 and 36 kT/e, respectively, for Mach
numbers 2, 5 and 8. Figure 7b shows equipotential contours for Mach number = 8 and
inverse Debye number - 105. These contours (nonconducting body) may be ccmpared with
those of a large conducting body with the same parameters (fig. 3c).
Table 1 shows how the wake Surface potential of a nonconducting large body
varies with Mach number and inverse Debye number. Evidently, the wake surface poten-
tial is insensitive to inverse Debye number. The table also gives the values of the
dimensionless current density (equal of course for ions and electrons) at the wake
surface. For comparison, also shown are the ion currents that would result from
using the neutral approximation to calculate currents (see ref. 7). These are seen
O0000003-TSE10
!i' to be many orders of magnitude smaller than the more realistic currents calculated
using ion trajectories affected by the field.
P_ For large nonconducting bodies in hi_h-Mach-number flows, the wake-to-front
i potential difference generated by the flow is less than but of the order of the
[ potential-equivalent of the ion drift energy_ This result is similar to that
obtained above for the case of a zmall nonconducting body.
l-
Finally, we illustrate in figures 8a, 8b and 8c examples of intricate 3-D lar_,e-
:_-= bo_y geometries of aero_:paee interest (including the Orbiter) for which a wake-
modeling capability will be achieved usin_ techniques presently ,Ind_r deve]opment at
_i Lee W. Parker, Inc-,
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TABLE !. _:A_-P:!::T P?TE.::TIALS ?F L&_3F N2NCtI_UCTING _P:FC ]_: PLA?_ F:?w_
Csw " dimensionless potentlal magnitude on waAe surface, in units of kY,'e (¢_ • 3 at
"side" surfa2e)
M m M_ch nt_oer
A_ I • Inverse Debye number
Jeo "electrcn random tnermai current density
= electron current density (in units of Jet). Rigorous trajectory anslyzls.
_e
Ji = ion :urrent density (in "_nits of Jeo ) . Rigorous trajectory analysls.
j.. = neutral-approxization ion current density (in units of Jeo )
;_ ,mi} ½ ex_,-t_),'2.M _ (ref. 7)
M=2 M=5 M=8
A; 1 i3 %0 10 5 10 to 10 5 IO to lO 5
¢ _8 %20 %_0
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(a) M=4.
Figure 1. - L,_rge-body wake profi]es. Conducting disk with 4 kTle surface
potenLia 1.
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(b) M=8.
Figure 1. - Concluded.
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(a) Theoreticalmodel(solid)versusrealsatellitegeometry(dotted).(Dots
denote ion current observation pOints;_X's denote numerical grid points
at which densities are calcu]ated.)
o
gOo lOe° 110a 12_ 130° 14_ 150° 160°
e
(b) Measured angular profile on AE-C satellite (large body; 162 Debye length_}
comoered with neutr_1-approximation theory (iteration zero) and self-
consiStent theory (_eration 15).
Figure 2. _.Geometry of AE-C io. measurements.
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(a) Variation with inverse Debye number (b) Yariation with Mach number, at fixed
_ at fixed Mach number = 8. inverse Debye number = 105 .
tL
1I! ' ' i
of 2
-11.l- I l i
-20 1 2 3 4
(C) Equipotenti_l contours. Mach number = 8. Inverse Debye
number = I0b. (The point marked "x" is the position of
peak potential = 19; dimensions in units of spacecraft radius.)
:igure 3. - Wake potential profiles (dimensionless potential) and equi-
potential contours in wake of conducting cylinder with 3 kTle surface
potential, ¢ = potential in units of kTle; r = downstream distance in
units of spacecraft radius.
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-EQUIPOTENTIALCONTOURS IN UNITS OF kT-
*LZl, -*.S
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i FRONT WAKE
. 4 MitON REOION
8AOOLI
POINT
i POTENTiAl..BARRiEI_
; Figure 4. - Differential charging of nonconductingspacecraft in plasmaflow at
i_.- Mach 4. No space charge.
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._:_ _ HAKE BOUNDARY
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"""/ o_I_ERG_ou,DPOT_N::_.
_' WAKE SOUNDAf_¥
: _ AKE - POINT POTENT LA.L
i-.: '=)
!
OR_IT[R
GROUND
POTENTIAL
(a) Nose-forwardorientation.
(b) Belly-forwardorientation.
_ Figure5. - Shuttleorbiterin LEO plasmaflow,indicatingwakepointsand
orbitergroundpotentialpoints, Very largenonconducti,gbody.
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(a) Variationwith Macb--numberat fixed inverseDebye numberof 105.
I
(b) C-130 Herculesaircraftmodel.
Figure8. - Three-dimension}tcomputermodels constructedof quadrilateralpatches.
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(c) StarshipEnterprisemodel
_ F_gure8. - Concluded.
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